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Abstract 

The article presents results of a particular diag-
nostic research on education management. In the re-
search the main source of empiric information was 
the opinion of teachers in comprehensive schools of 
Joniškis district (186 respondents) about the impact 
of management means applied by the heads of edu-
cation institutions upon the activities of the organiza-
tion. 

This article analyses the impact of manage-
ment means (internal communication, delegation of 
tasks, management of conflict situations and decision 
making) upon the development of activities of educa-
tion organizations. Referring to theoretical analysis, 
empirical research has been carried out. Opinions of 
the teachers from Joniškis district about how the he-
ads apply management means in practical activities 
and what influence they make on the activities of edu-
cation organization has been analysed in detail. Rese-
arch results reveal the reasons, main principles and 
conditions of effective application of management 
means. 

Key words: management means, internal com-
petition, delegation of tasks, conflict management, 
decision making.

Introduction

Problem and relevance of the research. One 
of the most relevant present education problems is 
practical possibilities of management application 
in education organizations (Želvys, 1999). The con-
ception of Lithuanian schools emphasizes the role 
of competent, reasoned management based on de-
mocratic principles where community members par-
ticipate at various levels (General Programmes and 
Education Standards, 2003). Successful implementa-
tion of the tasks raised for an education organisation 
depends a lot upon its management and administra-
ting it. It is universally known that the activities of an 
organisation depend upon how employees’ abilities 
are used while delegating tasks, authorization among 
the organisation members, how regular information 

flows are organised in the whole structure, how pro-
blems are analysed, etc. Finally, the heads have to 
know if employees’ actions really help to improve the 
organisation’s activities. In management of these pro-
cesses it is not enough for the head to have only per-
sonal features that greatly influence the choice of a 
management style, in addition, the head has to know 
the psychology of the employees, understand well in-
fluence of management means (internal communica-
tion, delegation of tasks, employees’ involvement in 
decision making, management of conflict situations) 
on the management of human resources and the im-
provement of activities of the whole organisation. 
Practical experience of successful heads shows what 
perfect results may be achieved when the employees 
are satisfied with work, relationships with colleagues 
and the heads. 

Activities of the head in an education organi-
sation referring to the principles of modern mana-
gement are interesting as  an object of research for 
the following scientists: L. Stoll, D. Fink (1998), 
B. Everard, G. Morris (1997), D. Hopkins, M. Ains-
cow, M. West (1998), J. Wai-Yin Lo (2005), P. Juce-
vičienė, A. Bagdonas (2002), D. Žvirdauskas (2006), 
V. Targamadzė (2006), R. Želvys (2003), A. Bagdo-
nas, P. Jucevičienė (2000), A. Malovikas, D. Praka-
pienė (2006), G. Šaparnis, G. Merkys, D. Šaparnienė 
(2003) and others. 

There is a number of carried out research ana-
lysing the style of the head’s work, personal features 
necessary for the head, the head’ competences but re-
search analysing the impact of management means 
(internal communication, delegation of tasks, emplo-
yees’ involvement in decision making, management 
of conflict situations) upon the improvement of acti-
vities of an education organisation are less emphasi-
sed. 

The problem of the research is defined by seve-
ral issues: what is the purpose of these management 
means (internal communication, delegation of tasks, 
employees’ involvement into decision making, mana-
gement of conflict situations) in the organisation’s 
activities? What influence does application of effec-
tive management means make on the activities of 
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education an organisation? How is the employees’ po-
tential used to improve the activities of an education 
organisation? 

The object: impact of management means 
upon the improvement of activities of education or-
ganisations 

The aim: to analyse opinions of the teachers 
from Joniškis district about the impact of manage-
ment means applied by the heads upon the improve-
ment of activities of education organisations. 

Tasks: to analyse in detail theoretical peculia-
rities of internal communication, delegation of tasks, 
employees’ involvement in decision making, manage-
ment of conflict situations; to investigate how the he-
ads apply management means in practical activities 
and what influence they make on the activities of edu-
cation an organisation; to evaluate the impact of ma-
nagement means upon the improvement of activities 
of an education organisation.  

Theoretical background of the research 

Many heads are concerned that their activities 
would be successful, the organisation would prosper, 
and would be recognised in society. It is not enough 
to have a tough idea or plan because not being ab-
le to manage properly everything may collapse even 
though the plan or idea theoretically are perfect. A 
great part of organisation’s success depends upon ma-
nagement. 

Management is a combination of administra-
tion and leadership. Surely, the head as an administra-
tor ensures the achievement of the aims legalised by 
the documents and as the leader – motivation of his 
subordinates to strive for the aims of an organisation 
(Želvys, 1999).

To manage means to organise people’s activi-
ties to achieve organisation’s aims and to create suc-
cess conditions for these activities (Kasiulis,  Barvy-
dienė, 2001).

Management is motivation of employees, de-
flection towards a proper direction so that they would 
perform necessary tasks. Creating proper environ-
ment the heads help the employees to pursue the best 
results (Stoner, Freeman, Gilbert, 2001).

Management is the head’s influence on the 
members of an organisation, revealed through accu-
mulation of human resources and deflection to achie-
ve organisation’s aims (Žvirdauskas, 2006).

Management is one of the most important func-
tions of the head, related to interpersonal aspects of 
management, that help the subordinates to unders-
tand enterprise’s aims and pursue them effectively 
(Stoškus, 2002).

A. Mockaitis, L. Šalčiuvienė (2004) state that 
the conception of management is multifaceted: it in-
volves the applied means of management directed to-
wards group’s processes, development of influence, 
particular behaviour, form of persuasion while pur-
suing organisation’s aims. 

Generalising presented definitions we may 
state that management is a particular conscious beha-
viour that helps to influence the employees, ensuring 
successful activities of an organisation, achieving the 
aims, development of activities. Hence, successful 
management is impossible without the impact on the 
employees therefore management means are applied 
to achieve this impact. 

According to A. Sakalas and V. Šilingienė 
(2000), an entire system of management means has 
to be created that would stimulate the employees to 
develop activities and pursue the determined aims 
(Table 1).

Table 1
System of management means 

Parts of the system of 
management means 

System of material impact System of non-material impact 
System of staff recogni-
tion 

Character and environment 
of work 

Main aims of the me-
ans’ system 

To create a fair, motivating 
system of  payment for work 

To create an effective sys-
tem of staff education and 
professional growth 

To create conditions for interes-
ting, responsible work; to ensu-
re good relationships with the 
heads and colleagues 

Content of the means’ 
system 

Evaluation of work’s relati-
ve value; evaluation of the 
employees’ personal contri-
bution 

Organisation of the system 
of career planning; orga-
nisation of  the system of 
staff education 

Creation of favorable work con-
ditions: conflict management, 
delegation of tasks, organisa-
tion of group (collective) work, 
communication 

Source:  Sakalas, A., Šilingienė, V. (2000). Personalo valdymas. Kaunas: Technologija.
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the principles of effective delegation of tasks by 
A. Sakalas, V. Šilingienė (2000) and Ch. Barnard’s 
(1968) conception of adoption of authorisation pre-
sented by S. Stoškus (2002). Conflict management 
is investigated according to the process of conflict 
management composed by A. Sakalas, V. Šilingienė 
(2000). Research on the employees’ participation in 
decision making is carried out according to the model 
of V. H. Vroom and A. G. Jago (1988), the employe-
es’ involvement in decision making presented by L. 
Bagdonienė, J. Zemblytė (2007). 

Results of the research 
Peculiarities of internal communication. Pro-

gressive heads should understand that it is important 
to stimulate employees to communicate with collea-
gues, exchange knowledge, opinions, experience as 
well as to understand what use the promoting organi-
sations receive. 

According to S. Stoškus (2002), at present it is 
more strongly ascertained that employees must know 
not only information necessary for performing their 
direct functions, but be informed about a general si-
tuation, problems and achievements of the organisa-
tion. According to the author, “such versatile briefing 
allows every employee feel relations with the orga-
nisation, a part of it. Employees react very irritably 
to default or concealment of important information, 
they start distrusting, blaming what may completely 
paralyse organisation’s work. “

We tried to investigate if, according to respon-
dents, these communication problems are present in 
their organisations. Respondents were asked to indi-
cate what information and how often they receive 
from their heads. Figure 1 shows that the heads usual-
ly inform the employees about problems in the orga-
nisation (67,2%). The employees find out least about 
the financial situation in the organisation from their 
heads (44,1%). 

A. Sakalas, V. Šilingienė (2000) distinguish 
three parts of the system of management means: 
• first of all, a fair and motivating system of pay-

ment for work has to be created. The basis of cre-
ation of such system is objective evaluation of 
work and the employees’ personal contribution. 

• an effective system of professional growth and 
education has to be created which would allow to 
recognise the employees’ merits, create conditions 
to develop their abilities in the organisation.

• conditions to do interesting, responsible work 
corresponding to their abilities and dispositions 
must be created. Consequently, the mechanism of 
decision making, delegation of responsibility and 
authorization, conflict management, internal com-
munication has to be created.

The third part of the system of management 
means (internal communication, conflict manage-
ment, delegation of tasks, employees’ involvement in-
to decision making) has been chosen in this research. 
These management means are a part of the system of 
means of nonmaterial impact. Investiture of greater 
responsibility, delegation of a more complicated task, 
involvement in decision making, presentation of sug-
gestions may stimulate the employees to feel compe-
tent members of their organisation. 

Methods of the research 

In order to carry out empirical research on the 
impact of management means upon the development 
of activities of education organisations in Joniškis di-
strict a qualitative research method has been chosen: 
questioning according to a standardised questionnai-
re. The questionnaire has been developed referring to 
analysed scientific literature. Internal communication 
has been analysed according to the ways “down” of 
vertical communication distinguished by S. Stoškus 
(2002). Research on delegation of tasks is based on 
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Fig. 1. Respondents’ opinion about information provided by the heads 
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Communication “from the bottom to the top” 
is important as well for the organisation’s activities, 
since the heads have to receive enough information 
from their employees in order to make proper deci-
sions, determine the aims, plans, tasks of the activi-
ties. According to Stoškus (2002), information move-
ment “up” provides the organisation with the follo-
wing advantages:  
• provides feedback about how precisely the heads’ 

instructions have been understood, how they are 
implemented, what the employees do not unders-
tand;

• received suggestions from the employees allow 
them to get involved into the improvement of the 
process of decision of general aims of the organi-
sation;  

• helps to insulate from new problems and enables 
to solve the present ones.  

Figure 2 shows that employees usually inform 
their heads about the results of performed tasks and 
achieved progress. Referring to the answers of res-
pondents (Fig. 2) we may state that the employees 
more rarely inform their heads about work problems 
related to work task, work conditions, etc. Therefore, 
it is possible to state that there is a feedback between 
the heads and the employees. The heads not only pre-
sent a task to the employees but also want to know 
how the employees managed to do it, what results 
have been achieved, what progress they have made in 
their work activities. However, the employees most 
rarely present suggestions regarding the issues of or-
ganisation’s improvement. Therefore, we may state 
that the employees are not actively involved in the 
improvement of their organisation’s activities. 
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Fig 2. Respondents’ opinion about information provided by the employees

We tried to investigate what the dominant way 
of communication of the heads with the employees 
is. According to S. Stoškus (2002), vertical communi-
cation “down” may be: 
• one-way (the head presents information and does 

not seek feedback), this is characteristic to autoc-
ratic management; 

• two-way (free exchange of ideas), such commu-
nication is characteristic to a democratic manage-
ment style; 

• one-way communication with feedback (the head 
presents information and makes sure how it has 
been understood). 

Table 2
Ways of the head’s communication with the employees (N = 186) 

Never (%) Rarely  (%) Often (%) Always (%)
One-way communication without feedback 16,1 53,8 25,8 4,3
One-way communication with feedback 11,3 52,7 30,1 5,9
Two-way communication 9,1 32,3 44,1 14,5

Generalising presented results (Table 2), we 
may state that two-way communication characteris-
tic to a democratic management style is dominant. 
The most rarely used way of communication – one-
way communication without feedback. This way of 

communication reflects an autocratic management 
style when the head does not stimulate the employ-
ees’ initiative and tends to make decisions himself. 
Improperly organised communication process unba-
lances work, the employees’ distrust appears, uninfor-
med employees are usually without initiative, do not 
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have interest to participate actively in organisation’s 
activities. Besides, only an informed employee may 
perform delegated tasks well.  

Influence of task delegation on organisa-
tion’s activities. The head should properly distribute 
work, pursue to use the employees’ potential better. 
Therefore, pursuing the aims of the organisation and 
improvement of activities, the tasks must be properly 
delegated to the employees. However, there might ap-
pear situations when the head does not want to dele-
gate wider authorisation and the employees avoid ad-
ditional responsibility. Seeking effective delegation, 
first of all we have to find out the reasons why the he-
ads do not want to delegate wider authorisation and 
the subordinates avoid additional responsibility. Con-
sequently, referring to the conception of adoption of 

authorisation by Ch. Barnard (1968), statements have 
been formed according to which the most common 
obstacles of task delegation have been determined.

According to S. Stoškus (2002), a traditional 
attitude towards delegation when authorisation is 
transmitted from the highest level to the lowest one 
of organisation and authorisation is delegated to a par-
ticular incumbency not to a person is very simplified. 
The author suggests not to forget that authorisation 
is used by particular people. Thus in collective ma-
nagement attention should be paid to Ch. Barnard’s 
(1968) formulated conception of adoption of autho-
risation (Fig. 3). If the subordinate does not accept 
authorisation from the head, delegation of authorisa-
tion fails. 
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Fig. 3. Conception of acceptance of authorisation 
Source: Stoškus, S. (2002). Bendrieji vadybos aspektai. Šiauliai:  Publishing house of Šiauliai University.

Even though the organisational structure deter-
mines practical delegation of authorisation but accor-
ding to the conception of adoption of authorisation 
by Ch. Barnard (1968), success of delegation also gre-

atly depends upon the other parties: 
• the head who delegates part of his rights; 
• subordinate who has to accept bigger authorisa-

tion together with greater responsibility. 
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Fig. 4. Respondents’ opinion about the evaluation of obstacles of delegation of tasks
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Having generalised research results, the big-
gest obstacles that disturb successful delegation of 
tasks have been determined (Fig. 4). According to 
respondents, the main obstacle I that the employees 
are overloaded with work therefore they do not want 
to accept additional work delegated to them. Another 
obstacle is the head’s unwillingness to waste time ex-
plaining and delegating tasks. As a result, it is possib-
le to make a presumption that sometimes the employ-
ees miss information necessary for performing tasks. 
If the head is not able to explain to his employees 
what they have to do, even the best plan may remain 
unimplemented. According to D. Palivonienė (2007), 
in order to present tasks qualitatively it is necessary 

to communicate. It is important that the employees 
understood what they have to do and how to do this. 

In research we tried to investigate how delega-
tion of tasks stimulates the employees’ development 
and the improvement of organisation’s activities at 
the same time (Fig. 5). 88,7% of respondents stated 
that delegation of tasks usually increases their profes-
sional competence. Consequently, we may state that 
the heads select tasks in the way that majority of ne-
cessary knowledge and skills employees already ha-
ve but while performing tasks they acquire new expe-
rience. In such a way the development of employees 
becomes a part of the development of all activities of 
the organisation. 
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Fig. 5. Respondents’ opinion about the reasons of delegation of tasks 

According to 67,8% of respondents, delega-
tion of tasks stimulates to get involved in general ac-
tivities of the organisation more actively. 65,1% of 
respondents stated that the employees’ competence 
and experience are used more widely. 

The reason that delegation of tasks increases 
the employees’ satisfaction with work takes the lo-
west position in rating. Only 39,8% of respondents 
stated that delegation of tasks increases their satisfac-
tion with work. 

Generalising the performed analysis we may 
state that proper delegation of tasks helps to use com-
petences and experience of the employees better, sti-
mulates to develop, the employees are involved in 

organisation’s activities more actively.  
Influence of conflict management on organi-

sation’s activities. Conflicts in the organisation are 
an inevitable phenomenon. According to V. Mokšinas 
(2002), conflicts are a part of our everyday life. They 
reveal imperfections of the system in which we live 
and work. The heads have to help to solve conflict 
situations in the organisation and success of organisa-
tion’s activities depend upon their ability to do this. 
A. Sakalas, V. Šilingienė (2000) suggest that in con-
flict management it is necessary to keep to a set of 
certain reasoned actions that constitute the process of 
conflict management.   

Table 3
Process of conflict management 

Stages Description of the stage Achieved result 
Stage1 Conflict identification • object 

• parties 
• organisation’s spheres of the conflict are determined 

Stage 2 Conflict analysis • possible consequences 
• reasons of the conflict are determined 

Stage 3 Conflict resolution The most effective way of conflict solution of in the present situation is selected 

Source: Sakalas, A., Šilingienė, V. (2000). Personalo valdymas. Kaunas: Technologija
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The first stage of conflict management is its 
identification. In the research we tried to find out at 
which stage the heads identify a conflict (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. Respondents’ opinion about the phase of conflict identification by the head 

According to respondents, usually the head no-
tices the conflict when it is already extended (62,9%). 
As V. Misevičius and R. Urbonienė (2006) state, that 
this phase of the conflict is called the peak. The de-
velopment of an open conflict is proceeding: fierce 
quarrels, usual norms of behaviour are not followed, 
different attitudes and requirements are expressed di-
rectly, and can cause termination of relationships, the 
activities of the organisation may worsen. According 
to the authors, a probability to solve the conflict in 
this phase is the least. Only 30,7% of respondents sta-
ted that the head usually notices the conflict when it 
is arising. Regarding low percentage we may presu-
me that the heads rarely pay attention to the conflict 
in its primary phase. A. Sakalas, V. Šilingienė (2000) 
notice that very often, unless the conflict assumes 
an active character, it is tried not to notice or ignore 
it. At the very beginning of the conflict it is usually 
much easier to solve it. Therefore it is important to 
identify the conflict as early as possible. Referring to 

percentage values, we may state that the heads rarely 
do not notice the conflict (23,7%) or tolerate already 
ongoing (18,8%), i.e. they do not want or do not have 
proper skills to manage the conflict. 

The second stage is conflict analysis. In this sta-
ge possible consequences and reasons of the conflict 
are determined. Every conflict has its reason. In order 
to solve the conflict it is necessary to find out why it 
rose. According to respondents, conflicts in their orga-
nisations arise because of different attitudes towards 
the situation (65,1%) (Fig. 7). As V. Mokšinas (2002) 
states, people have different systems of attitudes and 
values that are formed by the origin, environment, 
education, experience. They assess other people  and 
events from different positions therefore it is natural 
that attitudes differ. A conflict may arise because of 
different perception of the same phenomenon. Least 
frequently the reasons of conflicts become disregard 
of the employees’ interests and competition among 
the employees (29,6%). 
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Fig. 7. Respondents’ opinion about the evaluation of conflicts’ reasons 
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We tried to find out what consequences of do-
minant conflicts in education organisations are: const-
ructive or destructive. The majority of respondents 
thought that a dominant consequence is when an un-
solved conflict increases tension, hostility among the 
employees. This consequence is destructive and harm-

ful for organisation’s activities (Fig. 8). According to 
V. Pupeikis (2007), due to an unsolved conflict com-
munication deteriorates inside the group what forms 
basis for new conflicts. People can weaken spiritually 
and physically because of emotional tension. Efficien-
cy of the employees’ work decreases as well.  
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Fig. 8. Respondents’ opinion about the evaluation of conflict consequences

Consequences of constructive character are in 
the second, third and fourth positions of the rating. 
According to more than half of respondents (60,7%), 
in conflicts a possibility to solve the problem in the 
way acceptable for both conflicting parties occurs. 
This consequence is the result of compromise of con-
flict resolution. In this manner “the golden mean” 
is found, i.e. a combination of pluses and minuses 
suitable for both conflicting parties. According to A. 
Misevičius, R. Urbonienė (2006), the aim of a com-
promise is to find a quick decision tolerated by both 
parties. 

Generalising we may state that education orga-
nisations in Joniškis district are not static because con-
flicts perform diagnostic role, provide organisations 
with an opportunity to improve activities: problems 
are brought up; employees’ different attitudes come 
out so the present situation is analysed deeper; a pos-
sibility to solve a conflict in an acceptable manner to 
both conflicting parties. However, the heads usually 
notice the conflict when it has already expanded and 

not in the initial phase when the conflict is of no acti-
ve manner and there is the biggest probability to sol-
ve it. As a result, a common destructive consequence 
is that the conflict increases tension, hostility among 
the employees. 

Employee involvement in decision making. 
If in decision making the employees are full-fledged 
participators expressing their thoughts, providing ide-
as, defending them freely, then the employees will fe-
el competent members of the organisation responsib-
le for decisions made and will try to implement them 
as well as possible. However, due to an improperly 
selected way of decision making the employees or 
part of the employees may remain aside, in addition, 
not always the best decision is made. Accordingly, 
we tried to find out what decision making styles, ac-
cording to V. Vroom and A. Jago (1988), model of 
employee involvement in decision making presented 
by L. Bagdonienė and J. Zemblytė (2007) are most 
often used in education organisations in Joniškis di-
strict (Table 4). 

Table 4
Model of involvement of the employees in decision making by V. Vroom and A. Jago 

Style of decision making Description 
A I (autocratic) The head evaluates the situation analysing all available information and independently ma-

kes a decision.
A II (autocratic) The head receives necessary information from the employees and independently makes a 

decision. 
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K I (consultative) While solving a problem the head selects some competent employees, listens to their opi-
nion and then makes a decision

K II (consultative) The head introduces the problem to a group of employees, listens to their reasoning and 
suggestions and only then makes a decision. 

G (sectional or collective) The head introduces the staff with the problem. He performs the role of the chairman of the 
meeting, avoids imposing his opinion and is ready to accept any decision presented by the 
staff.

Source: Bagdonienė, L., Zemblytė, J. (2007). Organizacijų vadybos praktikumas. Kaunas: Technologija.

Table 4 to be continued

66,7% of respondents stated that the most fre-
quently used style of decision making is group (col-
lective) style when the head initiates decisions and 
assigns a work group their further formation and 
coordination with the staff. According to S. Stoškus 
(2002), the most frequent accusation is that group 
(collective) decisions are a compromise. It is obvio-
us that opinions rarely coincide completely no matter 
what problem is being discussed. An opportunity to 
evaluate various attitudes and opinions is one of the 
advantages of group work. However, if difference in 
attitudes is very big, a compromise decision that satis-
fies all will not be the best.

The biggest part of respondents (72,6%) stated 
that group (collective) decisions are accepted upon 
the agreement of the majority in their organisation 
(Fig. 9). According to A. Seilius (2001), this is a com-
mon way of group decision making all around the 
world. Though it can split up the group and the mino-
rity will remain dissatisfied with the made decision. 
The majority’s influence on the minority may be es-

sential in decision making because anticipatory ma-
jority’s opinion may determine incorrect decision of 
the group. 39,8% of respondents stated that decisions 
are made in the group only upon the agreement of all 
the employees. Therefore we may state that the met-
hod of consensus is not popular in decision making in 
education organisations in Joniškis district. Consen-
sus is considered to be the most effective method of 
decision making but it takes much time. So we may 
presume that not enough time is devoted for making 
such decisions since in order to reach consensus the 
employees have to have enough time to express their 
attitudes and to reach a common agreement. As S. 
Stoškus (2002) states, consensus is usually described 
as a collective opinion of people working together 
who have an opportunity for open communication 
and influence on decision making. At work consen-
sus means that all employees may rephrase a decision 
in order to show that they understand it, and that all 
may say what they feel. 
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Fig. 9. Respondents’ opinion about the styles of decision making in education organisations 

As more than half of respondents (60.8%) 
stated, the head often consults the employees befo-
re making a decision. Less than half of respondents 
(47.3%) said that the head makes a decision and ex-
plains why it is like this. Such behaviour of the head 

reflects an autocratic style of decision making (the 
head obtrudes). Autocratic decision making (the he-
ad orders) is used least in education organisations in 
Joniškis district. 34.9% of respondents indicated that 
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the head makes a decision and assigns its implemen-
tation to the employees. 

Generalising we may state that priority is gi-
ven to a group (collective) style of decision making 
in education organisations in Joniškis district. In this 
case there is real participation in decision making 
when the head, instead of presenting an already for-
mulated decision, involves the employees in the pro-

cess of formulating and making decision. According 
to A. Sakalas, V. Šilingienė (2000), in this case the 
head appeals to the employees’ needs of the highest 
level (authority, competence, success, personal educa-
tion). Such impact is successful because people inspi-
red by the needs of high level work with the biggest 
desire implementing these decisions that have been 
made with their participation. 
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Fig. 10. Respondents’ opinion about the evaluations of group (collective) decisions 

In the research we tried to explore respondents’ 
opinion how they assess employee participation in de-
cision making, what advantages and disadvantages 
they see. Figure 10 indicates that almost all respon-
dents (95.1%) agreed that employee involvement in 
decision making ensures closer cooperation in the 
organisation. Naturally, in order to make good deci-
sions, the employees have to communicate actively, 
exchange information, be able not only express their 
opinion but understand positions presented by others 
as well. 93% of respondents agreed that while making 
decisions themselves they will feel more responsible 
and more interested in their implementation. 

Conclusions

1. On the one hand, having summarised the obtai-
ned results, we may state that there is a feedback 
between the heads and the employees since the 
heads inform the employees about organisation’s 
changes, made decisions, achieved results. The 
employees often inform the heads about perfor-
med tasks, achieved progress. On the other hand, 
the employees are not actively involved in the ge-
neral process of improvement of organisation’s 
activities because they rarely present suggestions 

regarding the issues of improvement of organi-
sation. The employees receive least information 
about the financial situation of their organisation. 

2. Having analysed research results, referring to the 
conception of acceptance of authorisation by Ch. 
Barnard, we may distinguish dominant obstacles 
of delegation of tasks that depend upon the head 
and the employees: a) not enough information is 
provided to the employees since the head does 
not want to waste time explaining and delegating 
tasks. An occurring attitude of the head “perfor-
mer” towards work, i.e. conviction that the head 
may perform the task better, b) delegation of tasks 
is also defeated by an opinion that the employees 
are already overloaded with work.

Having generalised the results we may state 
that delegation of tasks helps to use employees’ com-
petences and experience better, improve professional 
activities, they are involved in organisation’s activi-
ties more actively. However, delegation of tasks ra-
rely stimulates employees’ stronger satisfaction with 
work. 
3. Having evaluated the process of conflict manage-

ment we may consider that: a) in the first stage 
the heads usually identify the conflict at the peak 
phase (when it is extended) not in the initial phase 
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when the conflict has no active manner and there 
is the biggest probability to solve it, b) the main 
reasons for conflicts in education organisations 
in Joniškis district are the following: employees’ 
different attitudes towards the situation, interests 
of different groups confront, unclear aims of ge-
neral activities for the employees, c) a dominant 
consequence of conflicts is of a destructive man-
ner when the unsolved conflict increases tension, 
hostility among the employees, d) consequences 
of conflicts usually are constructive: problems are 
brought up; a possibility to solve the problem in 
a acceptable manner for both conflicting parties 
occurs; in conflicts different attitudes come out so 
the present situation is analysed better. 

Generalising we may state that education orga-
nisations in Joniškis district are not static since con-
flicts perform a diagnostic role, provide the organisa-
tions with an opportunity to improve their activities. 
4. According to research results we may state that 

a group (collective) style of decision making is 
dominant when the head initiates decisions and 
assigns a work group their further formation and 
coordination with the staff. Referring to research 
results we can make an assumption that, accor-
ding to the employees, their involvement in de-
cision making ensures closer cooperation in the 
organisation: they feel more responsible and more 
interested in decision implementation since they 
correspond to the interests of the majority; provi-
de more ideas, decision alternatives. Therefore, 
we may make a conclusion that employee involve-
ment in decision making stimulates them to be ac-
tive members, interested in improvement of their 
organisation’s activities. 
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R. Nesavienė, G. Šaparnis

Vadovavimo priemonių poveikis švietimo organizacijų veiklos tobulinimui

Summary

Sėkmingas švietimo organizacijai iškeltų uždavinių 
įgyvendinimas labai priklauso nuo jos valdymo. Šiandieni-
nis vadovas privalo aiškiai suprasti savo organizacijos tiks-
lus, sugebėti išskirti pačias svarbiausias problemas, taiky-
ti naujoves ir nebūti abejingas pokyčiams. Norint valdyti 
įvairius procesus vadovui neužtenka turėti tik asmeninių 
savybių, stipriai sąlygojančių vadovavimo stiliaus pasirin-
kimą, pažinti dirbančių žmonių psichologiją. Vadovas turi 
gerai išmanyti vadovavimo priemonių (vidinė komunika-
cija, užduočių delegavimas, darbuotojų įtraukimas į spren-
dimų priėmimą, konfliktinių situacijų valdymas)  poveikį  
personalo valdymui ir visos organizacijos veiklos tobuli-
nimui. 

Straipsnyje pateikiami konkretaus švietimo vady-
bos diagnostinio tyrimo rezultatai. Pagrindinis empirinės 

informacijos šaltinis tyrime buvo Joniškio rajono bendrojo 
lavinimo mokyklų pedagogų (186 respondentai) nuomonė 
apie švietimo organizacijų vadovų taikomų vadovavimo 
priemonių įtaką organizacijos veiklai. Šiame straipsnyje 
analizuojamas vadovavimo priemonių (vidinės komunika-
cijos, užduočių delegavimo, konfliktinių situacijų valdy-
mo ir sprendimų priėmimo) poveikis švietimo organizaci-
jų veiklos tobulinimui. Remiantis teorine analize, atliktas 
empirinis tyrimas. Išsamiai išanalizuota Joniškio rajono 
pedagogų nuomonė apie tai, kaip vadovai vadovavimo 
priemones taiko praktinėje veikloje ir kokią įtaką jos daro 
švietimo organizacijos veiklai. Tyrimo rezultatai atsklei-
džia vadovavimo priemonių efektyvaus taikymo priežas-
tis, pagrindinius principus, sąlygas.


